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A response to MIT in S. Africa
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 MIT has invited black students as Guest Scholars and as professors to teach. The scholar program is an important step towards an integrated campus life. However, it is not enough. The University must work towards a fully integrated student body as well. The scholar program must be expanded to include all races, and efforts must be made to recruit and retain black students as undergraduates.

Soccer rolls Tufts to a tie

By Dennis Smith

MIT battled Tufts to a tie Tuesday in a game controlled generally by an inspired Tufts team. Playing on Tufts' horse field, MIT fought through regulation time and then through twenty minutes of overtime before coming away with the scoreless tie.

In the first half, it looked as though MIT might control this game the way they have controlled games this season. The play was predominantly in the Tufts half, and MIT passing looked well. The midfielders Luigi Boza and Rob Carrier controlled the field, and MIT passing looked predominantly in the Tufts box. The play was going away with the scoreless tie.

Midway through the second half, MIT battled Tufts, which threatened to break MIT in overtime before coming away with the scoreless tie. MIT pushed its record to 5-1-3, while the score was 0-0. MIT battled Tufts, which threatened to break MIT in overtime before coming away with the scoreless tie.

Despite the scoreless tie, MIT battled Tufts, which threatened to break MIT in overtime before coming away with the scoreless tie. MIT pushed its record to 5-1-3, while the score was 0-0. MIT battled Tufts, which threatened to break MIT in overtime before coming away with the scoreless tie.